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What's New In BurnOn CD DVD?

BurnOn CD/DVD is a lightweight Windows application whose purpose is to help you burn data to CDs and DVDs, as well as
create images from DVD content. Clean looks The utility employs a quick start wizard for helping you perform burning and
ripping tasks. This mode comes in handy especially for less experienced users as they are offered assistance throughout the
configuration process. Advanced users may skip the wizard-like approach and configure the settings on their own. Burning data
and creating images BurnOn CD/DVD lets you copy single or dual-layer DVDs and burn the information on another DVD.
Upon creating images out of DVD content, you are asked to select the device and pick the image format (MDS or ISO). Plus,
you can make the utility ignore limited number of bad blocks, specify the number of retries on a single bad block, and pick the
saving directory. While processing a task, the program shows information about the elapsed time with the aid of a progress bar
and reveals a log panel which records information about the source device, destination directory, average speed, and other
details. The logs can be saved to a file, and you can make the app close the wizard at the end of the current process. Extra tools
to play with BurnOn CD/DVD comes packed with several additional features that help you burn a local DVD folder from your
computer to a CD/DVD or create an image file, split DVD videos into smaller parts and burn them to DVDs, erase discs, as well
as look for files on your drives. Bottom line All things considered, BurnOn CD/DVD integrates several handy burning options
for helping you manage the content of your DVDs and CDs. On the downside, it hasn’t been updated for a while, so it may
cause compatibility issues on newer operating systems. BurnOn CD/DVD is a lightweight Windows application whose purpose
is to help you burn data to CDs and DVDs, as well as create images from DVD content. Clean looks The utility employs a quick
start wizard for helping you perform burning and ripping tasks. This mode comes in handy especially for less experienced users
as they are offered assistance throughout the configuration process. Advanced users may skip the wizard-like approach and
configure the settings on their own. Burning data and creating images BurnOn CD/DVD lets you copy single or dual-layer
DVDs and burn the information on another DVD. Upon creating images out of DVD content, you are asked to select the device
and pick the image format (MDS or ISO). Plus, you can make the utility ignore limited number of bad blocks, specify the
number of retries on a single bad block, and pick the saving directory. While processing a task, the program shows information
about the elapsed time with the aid of a progress bar and reveals a log panel which records information about the source device,
destination directory, average speed, and other details. The logs can be saved to
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 (64-bit versions only) Windows XP,
Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 (64-bit versions only) Processor: Dual Core Dual Core
RAM: 2 GB 2 GB Hard Disk: 4 GB 4 GB Graphics Card: Compatible Nvidia or AMD 64-bit video card Compatible Nvidia or
AMD 64-bit video card Display: Intel or AMD NVIDIA or ATI ATI HD 4000 or
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